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Abstract

In 2005, Abdalla and Pointcheval suggested a new vari-
ation of the computational DH assumption called chosen
based computational Diffie Hellman (CCDH) and pre-
sented SPAKE-1 and SPAKE-2 simple password based
authenticated key exchange protocols. Since then several
three party password authenticated key agreement proto-
cols have been proposed based on CCDH assumption but
most of them broken. In this paper, we propose two pass-
word based simple three party key exchange protocols via
twin Diffie-Hellman problem and show that the proposed
protocols provide greater security and efficiency than the
existing protocols. The protocols are also verified using
Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and
Applications (AVISPA) which is a push button tool for
the automated validation of security protocols and the
result shows that they do not have any security flaws.

Keywords: AVISPA, password based key exchange proto-
cols, password guessing attacks, SPAN, twin Diffie Hell-
man problem

1 Introduction

In the secure communication areas authenticated key ex-
change protocol is one of the most important crypto-
graphic mechanism. In 1992, Bellovin and Merrit [5] pro-
posed the first encrypted key exchange (EKE) family of
key exchange protocols, which allow people to use easy
to remember passwords without being threatened by dic-
tionary attacks. In the EKE protocol, two communica-
tion parties securely share a password in advance, and
authentication is achieved after these two parties obtain
a common ephemeral session key. However, as the pass-
words are of low entropy, password based authenticated
key exchange protocols are vulnerable to password guess-
ing attacks [11].

Many approaches extended two party EKE proto-
cols into three party EKE protocols, in which a trusted

server is used to authenticate the communication par-
ties. But most of them suffer from various attacks. In
1994, Steiner [19] gave the first three party encrypted key
exchange (STW3PEKE) protocol with a trusted server
S and clients A and B. But the works of Ding and
Horster [11] (1995), Sun et al. [20] and Lin et al. [16]
(2000) show that Steiner et al’s 3PAKE protocol is vul-
nerable to undetectable on line password guessing attacks
and off-line password guessing attacks. In 2005, Ab-
dalla and Pointcheval [4] suggested a new variation of the
computational DH assumption called chosen based com-
putational Diffie Hellman and presented SPAKE-1 and
SPAKE-2 simple password based authenticated key ex-
change protocols. In 2007, Lu and Cao [17] proposed
a simple 3 party authenticated key exchange protocol (S-
3PAKE) based on the concept of Abdalla and Pointcheval.
But again, from the works of Nam et al., [18] Chung and
Ku [8], Chen and Jin [13] and Guo Hua et al. [12] it is
found that S-3PAKE protocol also suffers from various
password guessing attacks as well as man in the middle at-
tack. In 2009, Kim and Choi [15] proposed fixed STPKE′

protocol using exclusive-or operation as a counter mea-
sure for S-3PAKE protocol but recently Tallapally and
Padmavathy [21] have proved that Kim and Choi’s fixed
STPKE′ is also vulnerable to undetectable online pass-
word guessing attack. Also, we find that Tallapally and
Padmavathy’s modified STPKE′ protocol also cannot re-
sist man in the middle attack.

Recently, Cash, Kiltz and Shoup [7] proposed a new
computational problem called twin Diffie-Hellman prob-
lem which has the following interesting properties:

• The twin Diffie-Hellman problem can easily be em-
ployed in many cryptographic constructions where
one would usually use the ordinary Diffie-Hellman
problem, without imposing a terrible efficiency
penalty;

• The twin Diffie-Hellman problem is hard, even given
access to a corresponding decision oracle, assuming
the ordinary Diffie-Hellman problem (without access
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to any oracles) is hard.

The heart of their method is a rapdoor test which can
be used to implement an effective decision oracle for the
twin Diffie-Hellman problem, without knowing any of the
corresponding discrete logarithms. They applied the rap-
door test to many new variant protocols [6, 9, 10, 14]
based on the Diffie-Hellman problem.

In this paper, motivated by cash et al’s SPAKE+
2 pro-

tocol we have proposed 2, three party, password authenti-
cated, secure key exchange protocols based on twin Diffie-
Hellman problem. Formal verification is the method for
verification of security protocols to get the user confi-
dence. There are many tools available for verification of
the protocols. The analysis and verification of the pro-
posed protocols is done using AVISPA (Automated vali-
dation of internet security protocols and applications) and
SPAN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we discuss twin DH problem. In Section 3 we present
our proposed protocols along with their security analysis.
Section 4 verifies the protocols using AVISPA and SPAN.
Section 5 gives the performance comparison of various
protocols and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Password Authenticated Key
Exchange Protocol based on
Twin DH Problem

Cash, Kiltz and Shoup [7] suggested a new computational
problem called twin Diffie-Hellman (DH) problem which is
closely related to the usual (computational) DH problem
and can be used in many of the same cryptographic con-
structions that are based on the DH problem. Moreover,
the twin DH problem is atleast as hard as the ordinary
DH problem. They presented (SPAKE+

2 ) a very simple
and efficient method of securing a password authenticated
key exchange protocol of Abdalla and Pointcheval against
server compromise, which can be proved secure using their
trapdoor test, in the random oracle model, under the DH
assumption.

2.1 Twin DH Problem

Let G be a cyclic group of prime order q with a generator
g. Define dh(X,Y ) := Z where X = gx, Y = gy and Z =
gxy.

Given random X,Y ∈ G, the problem of computing
dh(X,Y ) is the DH problem. The DH assumption asserts
that it is hard to compute dh(X,Y ) with random choice
X, Y ∈ G.

Define 2dh : G3 −→ G2
(X1, X2, Y ) −→ (dh(X1, Y ), dh(X2, Y )), which is called
the twin DH function. The twin DH assumption states
that it is hard to compute 2dh (X1, X2, Y ), given random
(X1, X2, Y ) ∈ G.

3 Proposed Protocols

In this Section we propose two secure key exchange proto-
cols based on twin Diffie-Hellman assumption. The first
proposed protocol (Protocol 1) is a variation of S-3PAKE
protocol [17] proposed by Lu and Cao, which makes it im-
mune against password guessing attacks and man in the
middle attack. The second proposed protocol (Protocol
2) uses bit-wise exclusive or operation. We first introduce
some notations and then describe the complete protocols.

Some notations used in the protocols are listed as fol-
lows:

(G, g, p): a finite cyclic group G generated by an element
g of prime order p;

A,B: Two communicating parties;

S: Server;

M,N : Two elements in G;

PwA(PA, P1): Password of A, partially shared with S;

PwB(PB , P2): Password of B, partially shared with S;

⊕: bit-wise exclusive or operation;

H, H ′: Two secure one-way hash functions.

In this system assume that two communicating par-
ties A and B wish to agree a common session key. Let
PwA be the password shared between A and server S
which is an arbitrary bit string. Here, A stores (PA, P1),
while the server stores (PA, UA), where UA = gP1 and
(PA, P1) = H(PwA, idA, idB). Similarly PwB be the
password shared between B and S. Again, B stores
(PB, P2), while the server stores (PB , UB), where UB =
gP2 and (PB, P2) = H(PwB , idA, idB). Clients A and
B can derive (PA, P1) and (PB , P2) from PwA and PwB

respectively.

3.1 Protocol 1

The following are the detailed steps of the protocol as
shown in Figure 1.

Step 1a. A chooses a random number x ∈R Zq and com-
putes X ← gx.MPA , and then sends idA ∥ X ∥ idB
to B.

Step 1b. B also chooses a random number y ∈R Zq and
computes Y ← gy.MPB , then sends idA ∥ X ∥ idB ∥
Y to S.

Step 2a. Upon receiving idA ∥ X ∥ idB ∥ Y , S uses PA

and PB to compute gx ← X/MPA and gy ← Y/NPB

respectively.

Step 2b. Then, S chooses a random number z ∈R Zq to
compute L← gz, gxz ← (gx)z, gyz ← (gy)z. Now, S
computes X ′ ← gyz.H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z) and

Y ′ ← gxz.H(PB, idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z) and sends (X ′ ∥
L) and (Y ′ ∥ L )to B.
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Step 3a. B, on receiving the message, uses P2 to
compute (UB)

z← LP2 and gxz← Y ′/H(PB, idA,
idB , g

y, (UB)
z) and authenticates S. Here, P2 is the

secret known only to B. Now, B uses y to compute
gxyz ← (gxz)y and α ← H(idA, idB , g

xyz) and for-
wards X ′ ∥ L,α to A.

Step 3b. A, on receiving (X ′ ∥ L,α), uses P1 to com-
pute (UA)

z← LP1 and gyz← X ′/H(PA, idA, idB ,
gx, (UA)

z) and authenticates the server. Here P1

is the secret known only to A. Then A uses x to
compute gxyz ← (gyz)x and α ← H(idA, idB , g

xyz)
and verifies whether computed α is equal to the re-
ceived α. If, both are equal, then A authenticates
B, finds β ← H(idA, idB , g

xyz) and the session key
SKA ← H ′(idA, idB , g

xyz) and forwards β to B.

Step 3c. Upon receiving β, B computes β←H(idA, idB ,
gxyz) and verifies whether computed β is equal to
the received β. If both are equal then B authen-
ticates A and computes the session key SKB ←
H ′(idA, idB , g

xyz).

3.2 Security Analysis

The security of Protocol 1 mainly relies on the difficulty of
twin Diffie-Hellman problem. Unlike, in other protocols
the passwords of the clients are only partially shared with
the server. This prevents most of the attacks.

1) Trivial attacks: An attacker may directly try to com-
pute the passwords and/or the session key SK =
H ′(idA, idB , g

xyz) from the transmitted messages
(X,Y,X ′, Y ′, α, β). But due to the difficulties of dis-
crete logarithm problem, twin Diffie-Hellman prob-
lem and one-way ness of hash function, the trivial
attack is not possible in our proposed protocol.

2) Online password guessing attacks: In online guessing
attacks, an attacker tries to confirm a guessed pass-
word in an online transaction. In our proposed Pro-
tocol 1, the passwords of the clients are only partially
and not completely shared with the server. The part
P1 and P2 of the passwords are kept secret with the
users A and B respectively and are not transmitted
through any messages. Even if an attacker or a mali-
cious user B tries to guess A’s password he can only
guess PA getX ′ = MP ′

A and send it in online transac-
tion. But to verify the correctness of his guessed pass-
word he has to compute H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z)

which is impossible since he requires the value of
P1 for getting the value of (UA)

z. Therefore online
guessing attack is not possible on our proposed pro-
tocol.

3) Off-line password guessing attack: Assume that an
attacker tries to mount off-line password guessing at-
tack to guess the password. He intercepts the mes-
sages X and X ′ or Y and Y ′ but still he cannot
verify his guessed password due to the difficulty of

getting the values of P1 or P2 and one-way ness of
hash function. Hence off-line password guessing at-
tack is impossible in our scheme.

4) Man in the middle attack: The attacker in the middle
attack involves interrupting a message and substitut-
ing it with his own message such that the communi-
cating parties, without detecting the attacker com-
pute the wrong session key. However authentication
straight forwardly prevents this attack. For, suppose
an attacker C tries to impersonate A and commu-
nicate with B, he computes C = MPwc and send
idA ∥ C impersonating as A, in the subsequent steps
to compute gyz ← X ′/H(PA, idA, idB, g

x, (UA)
z) he

needs the value of P1 for calculating (UA)
z which is

impossible to find. Hence there is no scope for man
in the middle attack in our protocol.

5) Replay attack: In a replay attack, an attacker may
want to pretend to be A by replaying X to B.
However, as he does not know the password of
user A and x, y, z are randomly chosen in each ses-
sion, the attacker has no ability to derive gyz ←
X ′/H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z) and produce a valid

session key SKA = H ′(idA, idB ,K) where K = gxyz.
Similarly the attacker also cannot pretend to be B.
The replay attack will hence fail.

6) Forgery attacks: If a masked server tries to deceive
the requesting users A and B he has to obtain the va-
lidity of messages gx, gy,H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z),

H(PB , idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z) in Step 2 of our pro-
tocol where PA and PB are the passwords
of A and B respectively. However, without
knowing the users passwords PA, PB and also
(UA)

zand(UB)
z, it is not easy for a masked

server to compute H(PA, idA, idB, g
x, (UA)

z) and
H(PB , idA, idB , g

y, (UB)
z) exactly so that users A

and B can construct the common session key. Also,
in the case of untrusted server, since the password of
the user is not completely shared with the server, to
get the value of P1 from gP1 , an attacker has to face
the difficulty of discrete logarithm problem.

7) Perfect forward secrecy: Even if the passwords PA

and PB of the users are compromised, the attacker
cannot calculate the session key as P1 and P2 are
unknown. These values remain unknown even to the
server and so there is no chance of any compromise.
Also the session key is independent in each session
and x, y, z are randomly chosen.

3.3 Protocol 2

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed Protocol 2. This proto-
col uses ⊕ a bit-wise exclusive or operation. The following
are the steps of the protocol.

Step 1a. A chooses a random number x ∈R Zq and
computes NA ← gx ⊕ H(PA, idA, idB) and sends
(NA, idA)to B.
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UserA UserB ServerS
secret : PA, P1 secret : PB , P2 secret :

PA, UA = gP1

x←R Zq y ←R Zq PB, UB = gP2

X ← gx.MPA Y ← gy.NPB

idA∥X∥idB

-
idA∥X∥idB∥Y

- z ←R Zq, L← gz

gx ← X/MPA

gy ← Y/NPB

gxz ← (gx)z

gyz ← (gy)z

X ′ ←
gyz.H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z)

Y ′ ←
gxz.H(PB , idA, idB, g

y, (UB)
z)

(UB)
z ← LP2 X′∥Y ′∥L�

gxz ←
Y ′/H(PB, idA, idB , g

y, (UB)
z)

gxyz ← (gxz)y

α← H(idA, idB , g
xyz)

(UA)
z ← LP1 X′∥L,α�

gyz ←
X ′/H(PA, idA, idB, g

x, (UA)
z)

gxyz ← (gyz)x

verify : α
β ← H(idA, idB , g

xyz)
SKA ← H ′(idA, idB , g

xyz)
β

- verify : β
SKB ← H ′(idA, idB , g

xyz)

Figure 1: Proposed Protocol 1

Step 1b. B also chooses a random number y ∈R Zq

and computes NB ← gy⊕H(PB , idA, idB) and sends
(NA, idA),(NB , idB) to S.

Step 2a. Upon receiving (NA, idA) and(NB , idB), S uses
PA and PB to compute gx ← NA ⊕H(PA, idA, idB)
and gy ← NB ⊕H(PB , idA, idB) respectively.

Step 2b. Then S chooses a random number z ∈R
Zq to compute L ← gz,(UA)

z, (UB)
z, a ←

gxz ← (gx)z, b ← gyz ← (gy)z. Then S com-
putes ZA ← b ⊕ H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z) and

ZB ← a ⊕ H(PB, idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z) and sends
(ZA, L), (ZB, L) to B.

Step 3a. B, on receiving the message uses P2 to com-
pute (UB)

z ← LP2 and a← ZB⊕ H(PB , idA, idB ,
gy, (UB)

z) and authenticates S. Now, B uses y to
compute K ← gxyz ← ay, α ← H(idA, idB ,K) and
forwards (ZA, L), α to A.

Step 3b. A, on receiving (ZA, L, α) uses P1 to com-
pute (UA)

z← LP1 and b← ZA⊕ H(PA, idA, idB ,
gx, (UA)

z) and authenticates the server. Then A uses
x to compute K ← gxyz ← bx and checks whether

α← H(idA, idB,K) holds or not. If it does not hold,
A terminates the protocol, otherwise A is convinced
that K is the valid session key. Then A computes
β ← H(idA, idB,K) and forwards it to B. Also, A
computes the session Key SKA ← H ′(idA, idB ,K).

Step 3c. Upon receiving β, B computes β← H(idA,
idB, K) and verifies whether computed β is equal
to the received β. If both are equal then B au-
thenticates A and computes the session key SKB ←
H ′(idA, idB ,K).

3.4 Security Analysis

1) Trivial attacks: Computing the session key from the
transmitted messages α or β, is impossible due to
the one-way ness of hash function. Also, for com-
puting it from other transmitted messages ZA or ZB

an attacker has to face the difficulty of discrete loga-
rithm problem. So, our protocol is resistant to trivial
attack.

2) Password guessing attacks: Suppose an attacker or
a malicious user B try to guess A’s password as
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UserA UserB ServerS
secret : PA, P1 secret : PB, P2 secret :

PA, UA = gP1

PB , UB = gP2

x←R Zq y ←R Zq

NA ← NB ←
gx ⊕H(PA, idA, idB) gy ⊕H(PB , idA, idB)

NA,idA

-
NB ,idB

- z ←R Zq, L← gz

gx ←
NA ⊕H(PA, idA, idB)

gy ←
NB ⊕H(PB , idA, idB)

a← gxz ← (gx)z

b← gyz ← (gy)z

ZA ←
b⊕H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z)

ZB ←
a⊕H(PB , idA, idB , g

y, (UB)
z)

(UB)
z ← LP2 (ZA,L),(ZB ,L)�
a←

ZB ⊕H(PB, idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z)
K ← gxyz ← ay

α← H(idA, idB ,K)

Uz ← LP1 (ZA,L),α�
b←

ZA ⊕H(PA, idA, idB , g
x, (UA)

z)
K ← gxyz ← bx

verify : α
β ← H(idA, idB,K)

SKA ← H ′(idA, idB ,K)
β

- verify : β
SKB ← H ′(idA, idB ,K)

Figure 2: Proposed Protocol 2

P ′
A, generates gx

′ ← NA ⊕ H(P ′
A, idA, idB) and

sends it to the server S in online transaction in
Step 1 of our Protocol 2. To verify the correct-
ness of his guessed password he needs to compute
b ← ZA ⊕H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z) and a ← ZB ⊕

H(PB, idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z) which is impossible as he
needs the values of P1 and P2 for computing (UA)

z

and (UB)
z. Similarly remaining off-line also, using

the transferred messages NA, NB , ZA, ZB , L, an at-
tacker cannot verify the correctness of his guessed
password.

3) Man in the middle attack: In Step 2 of our pro-
tocol, S authenticates the 2 communicating par-
ties A and B from the messages NA ← gx ⊕
H(PA, idA, idB) and NB ← gy ⊕ H(PB, idA, idB)
sent by B. A and B authenticate S, from
ZA ← b ⊕ H(PA, idA, idB , g

x, (UA)
z) and ZB ←

a ⊕H(PB, idA, idB , g
y, (UB)

z) as PA, PB are known
only to S. Finally, A authenticates B from α ←

H(idA, idB ,K). Thus, in each step of our protocol
each party authenticates the other communicating
party and hence there is no scope for man in the
middle attack.

4) Replay attack: Since one way hash function is used,
our proposed protocol is invulnerable to this attack.

5) Forgery attacks: In case the server is compromised,
the attacker is required to compute gx ← NA ⊕
H(PA, idA, idB) and gy ← NB ⊕ H(PB , idA, idB)
where PA and PB are the passwords of A and B re-
spectively. However it is not possible to compute
these values without the knowledge of the passwords
and hence A and B cannot construct the common
session key.

6) Perfect forward secrecy: In case, the passwords PA,
and PB of the users A and B are compromised, the
attacker cannot calculate the session key as P1 and
P2 are unknown. These values remain unknown even
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to the server and so there is no chance of any com-
promise. Also the session key is independent in each
session and x, y, z are randomly chosen.

4 Formal Verification and Valida-
tion of Proposed Protocols

4.1 AVISPA

Automated validation of internet security protocols and
applications (AVISPA) [1] is a push button tool for the
automated validation of security protocols. A modular
and expressive formal language called HLPSL (High level
protocols specification language) [3] is used by AVISPA to
specify the security protocol and their properties. HLPSL
is a role-based language, meaning that we first specify
the sequence of actions of each kind of protocol partic-
ipant in a module, which is called a basic role. This
specification can later be instantiated by one or more
agents playing the given role, and we further specify how
the resulting participants interact with one another by
combining multiple basic roles together into a composed
role. HLPSL specification is translated into the Interme-
diate Format (IF), using hlpsl2if. The IF specification
is then processed by model-checkers to analyze if the se-
curity goals are violated. There are four different veri-
fication back end tools use to analyze the IF specifica-
tion namely, OFMC ( On-the-Fly Model-Checker), CL-
AtSe (Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher), SATMC
(SAT-based Model-Checker), TA4SP ( Tree Automata-
based Protocol Analyser). Possible flaws in a protocol
can be identified using these back end tools. As, expo-
nential and XOR operations are supported by CL-AtSe
and OFMC back ends we use OFMC back end tool with
AVISPA and SPAN (Animation tool for AVISPA) [2] to
analyze the proposed protocols.

4.2 Specification and Verification of Pro-
posed Protocol

We verified the security of proposed protocols using
AVISPA and SPAN. For this we define three basic roles
played by Alice (A), Bob (B) and Server (S). PWA and
PWB are the passwords of A and B where PWA =
(PA,P1) and PWB = (PB, P2). PA and PB are shared
with S and hence represent the symmetric keys. P1 and
P2 remain secret with A and B as their private keys. S
gets UA = exp(G,P1) from A and UB = exp(G,P2) from
B. Hence UA and UB are the public keys whose inverse
is known only to A and B respectively. We then define
the composed roles describing the sessions of the protocol
and finally the top level role ” environment role”. SPAN
is used to symbolically execute the HLPSL protocol
specification and hence provides a better understanding
of the specification. For analyzing the protocol using
AVISPA tool the following notations have been used.

g → G(value of g is stored in G)
x→ X, y → Y
z → Z, IDA→ A
IDB → B

Running the AVISPA and SPAN tool on the proposed
protocol(Protocol 2)returns the following output.

% OFMC
% Version of 2006/02/13
SUMMARY

SAFE
DETAILS

BOUNDED NUMBER OF SESSIONS
PROTOCOL

C:\progra∼1\SPAN\testsuite\results\PP2.if
GOAL

as specified
BACKEND

OFMC
COMMENTS STATISTICS

parseTime: 0.00s
searchTime: 0.37s
visitedNodes: 48 nodes
depth: 7 plies

Similarly Protocol 1 can be verified using AVISPA.

5 Security and Efficiency of S-
3PKE Protocols

In this Section we discuss the efficiency and security of
the proposed protocols and existing competitive proto-
cols based on Abdalla and Pointcheval’s concept. We in-
clude the following protocols: Lu and Cao’s S-3PAKE
protocol [17] (2007), Kim and Choi’s Fixed STPKE′ pro-
tocol [15] (enhancement of S-3PAKE)(2009), Tallapally
and Padmavathy’s Modified STPKE′ protocol [21] an en-
hancement of fixed STPKE′ protcol (2010), HS-3PAKE
protocol [14] by Yoon and Yoo (2011) and proposed pro-
tocols, Protocol 1 and Protocol 2.

From Table 1, we find that proposed Protocol 1 uses 5
rounds of communication, requires the computation of 15
exponentiation operations and 10 hash functions without
the use of xor operations, while Protocol 2 also uses 5
rounds of communication and requires the computation
of only 11 exponentiation operations which is less than
the requirement of the existing protocols along with the
hash functions and xor operations.

In Table 2 we list known attacks for each protocol. An
attack weakens the security of the protocol. We find that
almost all the existing protocols are prone to different
attacks.

6 Conclusion

Although many password based key exchange protocols
are being developed, most of them are vulnerable to vari-
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Table 1: Performance of S-3PKE protocols
Protocol Random no. Mod.expon. Hash function XOR operation Round efficiency

A\B\S A\B\S A\B\S
S-3 PAKE 1 1 1 4 4 6 4 4 2 0 0 0 5

Fixed STPKE’ 2 2 1 5 5 6 4 4 2 1 1 2 5
Modified STPKE’ 1 1 1 4 4 6 4 4 2 0 0 0 4

HS-3PAKE 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 4 5
Proposed Protocol 1 1 1 1 4 4 7 4 4 2 0 0 0 5
Proposed Protocol 2 1 1 1 3 3 5 4 4 4 2 2 4 5

Table 2: Known attacks on the existing protocols
Protocol Known attacks

S-3PAKE protocol Undetectable online dictionary attack by Guo et al.(2008)
Off line dictionary attack by Nam et al. (2009)
Off line dictionary attack by Debiao et al. (2010)

Impersonation of initiator attack
Impersonation of responder attack

Man in the middle attack by Chung and Ku (2008)
Fixed STPKE’protocol Undetectable online password guessing attack by Tallapally(2010)

Modified STPKE’protocol Man in the middle attack
HS-3PAKE protocol Undetectable on line password guessing attack

Off line password guessing attack by Yoon and Yoo (2011)
Proposed Protocol 1 —
Proposed Protocol 2 —

ous attacks. With the increasing need for authentication
and secure communication we have proposed two sim-
ple three party key exchange protocols via twin Diffie-
Hellman problem and showed that they are more secure
and efficient than the existing protocols and can resist all
the known attacks. Finally, we have also validated the
proposed protocols using AVISPA, an automated tool for
the verification of security protocols.
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Appendix

The HLPSL specification for the proposed Protocol 2:

%% PROTOCOL: S3PKE protocol using twin DH
%% ALICE BOB SERVER:
%% Macros:
%%FM1: H(PA.A.B.exp(G,X).exp(UA,Z)).exp(L,Z)
%%FM2: H(PB.A.B.exp(G,Y ).exp(UB,Z).exp(L,Z)
%%Key: exp(exp(GY,Z), X) = exp(exp(GX,Z), Y )
%%GX: exp(G,X)
%%GY : exp(G,Y )
%%1.A→ B : xor(exp(G,X),H(PA.A.B))
%%2.B → S : xor(exp(G,X),H(PA.A.B)),
%% xor(exp(G, Y ),H(PB.A.B))
%%3.S → B : xor(exp(GY,Z), FM1),

xor(exp(GX,Z)FM2)
%%4.B → A : xor(exp(GY,Z), FM1).H(A.B.Key)
%%5.A→ B : H(A.B.Key)
%% HLPSL:
role alice(A,B, S : agent,

SND, RCV : channel(dy),
H : hash func,
PA : symmetric key,
G : text)

played by A
def=
local State : nat,

X,Z : text,
UA : public key,
GY , Key, L : message,
const sec m Key : protocol id

init State := 0
transition
1. State = 0∧RCV(start)= | >

State’:= 1 ∧ X ′ := new()
∧ SND(xor(exp(G,X ′), H(PA.A.B)))

2. State = 1 ∧ RCV (xor(exp(GY ′, Z ′),

H(PA.A.B.exp(G,X).exp(UA′, Z ′))).L) = | >
State’:= 2 ∧ Key’ := exp(exp(GY’,Z’),X)

∧ SND(H(A.B.Key′))
∧ witness(A,B, key1,Key′)

3. State = 2 ∧ RCV (A.B.Key) = | >
State’:= 3 ∧ request(A,B, key,Key)

∧ secret(Key, sec m Key,A,B)
end role
role bob (A, B, S : agent,

SND, RCV : channel(dy),
H : hash func,
PA, PB : symmetric key,
G :text)

played by B
def=
local State : nat,

X,Y, Z : text,
GX,GY : message,
UB :public key,
Key :message,
FM1: hash(symmetric-key.agent.agent.message.

message).message,
FM2: hash(symmetric-key.agent.agent.message.

message).message
const sec v Key : protocol id

init State := 0
transition
1. State = 0 ∧ RCV (xor(exp(G,X ′), H(PA.A.B))) = | >

State’:= 1 ∧ Y ′ := new()
∧ SND(xor(exp(G,X ′),
H(PA.A.B)).xor(exp(G, Y ′),H(PB.A.B)))

2. State = 1 ∧ RCV (xor(exp(GY,Z ′), FM1′).
xor(exp(GX ′, Z ′), FM2′)) = | >

State’:= 2 ∧ SND(xor(exp(GY,Z ′), FM1′))
3. State = 2 ∧ RCV (H(A.B.exp(exp(GX ′, Z ′), Y )))= | >

State’:= 3 ∧ Key′ := exp(exp(GX ′, Z ′), Y )
∧ SND(H(A.B.Key′))
∧ request(B,A, key1,Key)
∧ secret(Key, sec v Key,B,A)
∧ witness(B,A, key,Key′)

end role
role server (A, B, S : agent,

SND,RCV : channel(dy),
H : hash func,
PA,PB : symmetric key,
G : text)

played by S
def=
local State : nat,

X,Y, Z : text,
UA,UB : public key,
GX,GY : message

init State := 0
transition
1. State = 0 ∧ RCV (xor(exp(G,X ′),
H(PA.A.B)).xor(exp(G,Y ′),H(PB.A.B)))= | >

State’:= 1 ∧ Z ′ := new()
∧ UA′ := new()
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∧ UB′ := new()
∧ GY ′ := new()
∧ GX ′ := new()
∧ SND(xor(exp(GY ′, Z ′),
H(PA.A.B.exp(G,X ′).exp(UA′, Z ′)).
exp(G,Z ′)).
xor(exp(GX ′, Z ′), H(PB.A.B.
exp(G,Y ′).exp(UB′, Z ′)).exp(G,Z ′)))

end role
role session( A,B, S : agent,

H : hash func,
PA,PB : symmetric key,
UA,UB :public key,
G : text)

def=
local SND,RCV : channel (dy)
composition
alice(A,B, S, SND,RCV,H, PA,G)
∧ bob(A,B, S, SND,RCV,H, PA, PB,G)
∧ server(A,B, S, SND,RCV,H, PA, PB,G)
end role
role environment()
def=
consta, b, s : agent,

h : hash func,
key, key1 : protocol id,
pa, pb, pi :symmetric key,
ua, ub, ui :public key,
g : text

intruder knowledge = {a, b, s, g, h, pi, ua, ub, ui}
composition
session(b, a, s, h, pa, pb, ua, ub, g)
∧ session(i, b, s, h, pi, pb, ui, ub, g)
∧ session(a, i, s, h, pa, pi, ua, ui, g)
end role
goal
authentication on key
authentication on key1
secrecy of sec m Key, sec v Key
end goal
environment()
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